
Free 90-day extended Webex license
Free 90-day extended Umbrella license
Cisco Duo
Cisco Anyconnect

The current coronavirus pandemic has caused many
businesses to undertake a rapid, unexpected transition to a
remote workforce.  This can be especially problematic for any
company, and can ultimately disrupt business continuity. In
addition to issues with collaboration and communication,
remote workers can be a prime target for cyberattacks.
 
In an effort to help businesses adapt to these turbulent
times, Cisco is offering free and extended licenses for their
groundbreaking collaboration and security software through
July 1, 2020:
 

 
Contact the team at GreenPages - your Cisco solution
providers - and get set up with your free licenses today!
 
Best Regards,
 
The GreenPages Team

Cisco offers free collaboration and
security licenses

 



Integrate with the apps you love to use everyday, so your work
remains connected.
With WebEx Video Conferencing bring everyone together, face-to-
face, with video conferencing and screen sharing on any device.
Team collaboration happens all in one place, from anywhere with
messaging, file and screen sharing, video meetings, and
whiteboarding.
Secure, easy-to-manage cloud calling that's simple to set up and
even goes with you on the road.
By the numbers:

86% report shorter, more effective meetings
83% report faster decision-making
90% report improved collaboration
88% report easy engagement

 
Cisco Webex expanded its free offerings to allow employees to stay
connected to their teams and continue their business operations. In
response to customers asking us for guidance, today, Cisco is
broadening this offer to include security for remote employees by
providing extended free licenses and expanded usage counts at no
extra charge for three of our key security technologies that are
designed to protect remote workers anywhere, anytime and on any
device. To apply for an extended free WebEx trial please contact us
today.
 
Why everyone is choosing WebEx:

Cisco Webex

Work remotely and stay connected.
Unlimited usage on the most secure collaboration

platform!

https://www.greenpages.com/contact-us


Cisco Umbrella

Cisco Umbrella is a cloud-native platform that delivers the most
secure, reliable, and fastest internet experience. Umbrella unifies
firewall, secure web gateway, DNS-layer security, cloud access security
broker (CASB), and threat intelligence solutions into a single platform to
help businesses of all sizes secure their network. As the industry's first
Secure Internet Gateway in the cloud, Cisco Umbrella provides the first
line of defense against threats on the internet.

Threat protection like no other - block malware,
C2 callbacks, and phishing 
Predictive inteligence - automates threat
protection by uncovering attacks before they
launch 
Worldwide coverage in minutes - no hardware to
install or software to maintain 
Weekly security report

Why Umbrella:



Cisco Duo enables organizations to verify users’ identities and
establish device trust before granting access to applications. By
employing a zero-trust model, it decreases the attack surface and
reduces risk. With this offer, existing customers can exceed their
user limit to support an increase in remote workers, and new
customers can access a free license. Cisco Duo uses Two-factor
authentication (2FA), a type of multi-factor authentication (MFA)
that strengthens access security by requiring two methods (also
referred to as authentication factors) to verify your identity. These
factors can include something you know - like a username and
password - plus something you have - like a smartphone app - to
approve authentication requests. 
 
2FA protects against phishing, social engineering and password
brute-force attacks and secures your logins from attackers
exploiting weak or stolen credentials. Two-factor authentication
(2FA) is the foundational element of a zero trust security model. In
order to protect sensitive data, you must verify that the users
trying to access that data are who they say they are.
 

Cisco Duo

Confirm user identities
Gain visibility into access
activites 
Ensure trustworthiness of
user devices 
Enforce risk based and
adaptive policies 
Two-Factor authentication
and zero trust architecture
Ensure secure connections
to all device

Why Duo:
 



Cisco Anyconnect

Give any user highly secure access to the enterprise network, from
any device, at any time, in any location 
Gain more insight into user and endpoint behavior with full visibility
across the extended enterprise Defend against threats, no matter
where they are 
Provide a consistent user experience across devices, both on and off
premises, without creating a headache for your IT teams 
Simplify management with a single agent

Why Anyconnect:
 

Cisco AnyConnect Secure Mobility Client empowers employees to
work from anywhere on company laptops or personal mobile devices. It
also provides the visibility and control security teams need to identify
who and which devices are accessing their infrastructure. Existing
AnyConnect customers can exceed their user limit to support an
increase in remote workers, and new customers can access a free
license.


